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A flow network N is a capacited finite directed graph, with multiple sources (or input arcs in the paper) and
multiple sinks (or output arcs). A flow f inN is feasible if it satisfies the usual flow-conservation condition
at every node and lower-bound/upper-bound capacity constraints at every arc. We develop an algebraic
theory of feasible flows in such networks with several beneficial consequences.
We define and prove the correctness of an algorithm to infer, from a given flow networkN , an algebraic
characterization T of all assignments f of values to the input and output arcs of N that can be extended to
feasible flows g. We call such a characterization T a principal typing forN , as there are other typings which
are only valid for N because they define subsets of all input-output assignments f that can be extended to
feasible flows g. A typing for N turns out to define a bounded convex polyhedral set (or polytope) in the
n-dimensional vector space Rn where n is the total number of input and output arcs inN . We then establish
necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary typing to be a principal typing for some flow network.
Based on these necessary and sufficient conditions, we define operations on typings that preserve their
principality (to be typings for flow networks), and examine the implications for a typing theory of flow
networks. These also support a divide-and-conquer approach to the design and analysis of flow-network
algorithms.
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1 Introduction
The work we report herein is a little off the beaten track. So we briefly explain the background that led to it. It
starts with the modeling and analysis of large systems that are assembled in an incremental and modular way,
while preserving desirable safety properties and other system requirements.
Background and motivation. Many large-scale, safety-critical systems can be viewed as inter-connections
of subsystems, or modules, each of which is a producer, consumer, or regulator of flows. These flows are
characterized by a set of variables and a set of constraints thereof, reflecting inherent or assumed properties or
rules governing how the modules operate and what constitutes safe operation. Our notion of flow encompasses
streams of physical entities (e.g., vehicles on a road, fluid in a pipe), data objects (e.g., sensor network packets,
video frames), or consumable resources (e.g., electric energy, compute cycles).
Traditionally, the design and implementation of such flow networks follows a bottom-up approach, en-
abling system designers to certify desirable safety invariants of the system as a whole: Properties of the full
system depend on a complete determination of the underlying properties of all subsystems. For example, the
development of real-time applications necessitates the use of real-time kernels so that timing properties at the
application layer (top) can be established through knowledge and/or tweaking of much lower-level system
details (bottom), such as worst-case execution or context-switching times [DL97, LBJ+95, Reg02], specific
scheduling and power parameters [AMM01, PLS01, SLM98, Sta00], among many others.
While justifiable in some instances, this vertical approach does not lend itself well to emerging practices in
the assembly of complex large-scale systems – namely, the integration of various subsystems into a whole by
system integrators who may not possess the requisite expertise or knowledge of the internals of these subsystems
[KBS04]. This latter alternative can be viewed as a horizontal and incremental approach to system design and
implementation, which has significant merits with respect to scalability and modularity. However, it also poses
a major challenge with respect to verifiable trustworthiness – namely, how to formally certify that the system
as a whole will satisfy specific safety invariants and to determine formal conditions under which it will remain
so, as it is augmented, modified, or subjected to local component failures.
Further elaboration on this background can be found in a series of companion reports and articles over the
last three years [BKLO09, BKLO10, BK11, Kfo11b, Kfo11a, SBKL11].
Our proposed framework. In support of this broader agenda, we make a foray into a a well-established area
of combinatorial optimization in this report – flow networks and their connections to linear programming – but
from a different angle. Starting from a network N with multiple input arcs/sources and output arcs/sinks, we
want to derive an algebraic characterization, which we call a principal typing, of all the safe flows from inputs
to outputs in N . (In this report, we identify the safe flows in N with the feasible flows in N .)
More precisely, we want an algebraic characterization of all the assignments f of values to the sources and
sinks of N , herein called input-output functions, which can be extended to feasible flows g in N . A principal
typing T for network N is thus a certificate for N ’s good working order, which abstracts away N ’s internal
details and incidental features, and encodes enough of its input-output properties for its safe placement as a
component in a larger assembly.
Moreover, we want this characterization to satisfy a modularity property in the sense that, if N ′ is another
network with principal typing T ′, and if we connectN andN ′ by linking some of their outputs to some of their
inputs to obtain a new network, which we denote (only in this Introduction) N ⊕N ′, then the principal typing
of N ⊕N ′ is obtained by direct (and relatively easy) algebraic operations on T and T ′ – without any need to
re-examine the internal details of the two components N and N ′. Put differently, an analysis (to produce a
principal typing) for the assembled network N ⊕N ′ can be directly obtained from the analysis of N and the
analysis of N ′.
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And we want more. The desired characterization should also satisfy a compositionality property, in the
sense that neither of the two principal typings T and T ′ depends on the other; that is, the analysis (to produce
T ) for N and the analysis (to produce T ′) for N ′ can be carried out independently of each other without
knowledge that the two will be subsequently assembled together.1
A complementary view of the preceding is to start from an already defined typing T and use it as a specifi-
cation, or system requirement, against which we design a network or test the behavior of an existing one. In this
dual sense, we certify the safe behavior of an already-designed networkN , or we use T to guide the process of
designing a network N satisfying T .
The first view of a typing theory for flow networks is one of analysis, and the second view is one of synthesis.
Both are supported by our examination in this report; several examples will illustrate them.
Main results. What we call a flow-network typing T turns out to be (equivalent to) a bounded convex poly-
hedral set or polytope,2 in the n-dimensional vector space Rn for some integer n ⩾ 0, subject to appropriately
defined restrictions. If T is a typing for a flow network N , then the dimension n is the total number of sources
and sinks in N . Our main results in this report, Part I, are:
• Theorem 26, in Section 5, certifies the correctness of an algorithm for inferring a principal typing T for
an arbitrarily given flow network N . It is principal for N because there are other typings that are only
valid for N in that they define subsets of input-output functions f extendable to feasible flows g in N .
In Part II of the report, our results are:
• Necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary polytope to be a principal typing (for some flow
network).
• Various operations on principal typings, which in turn support the modularity and compositionality de-
scribed above.
All of our major results depend on ideas and methods from polyhedral analysis and convex optimization, for
which we use standard references [BV09, Sch12], among many other good books on these topics.
Organization of the report. Section 2 introduces our formulation of flow networks, as capacited directed
graphs with multiple inputs (source nodes) and outputs (sink nodes). Section 3 presents four relatively simple
flow networks, carefully defined to exhibit various features of interest for the later examination. Section 4
precisely defines typings of flow networks as polytopes. Sections 2, 3, and 4, are essential background for the
rest of the report, both Part I and Part II.
In Section 5 we present the main results in this Part I of the report, Theorem 26. Not to disrupt the focus of
our presentation, we delay the proof to Appendix A. This result was already presented, and alternative proofs
for it outlined, in earlier reports and conference proceedings [Kfo11a, Kfo11b, BK11, Kfo12]. The last of
these earlier reports also includes more efficient algorithms to infer principal typings in particular cases of flow
networks. The proof of Theorem 26 here is new and mostly algebraic, but it also involves a pre-processing of
the given flow network’s underlying directed graph in order to simplify its algebraic analysis.
1In the study of programming languages, there are syntax-directed, inductively defined, type systems that are modular but not
compositional in our sense. A case in point is the so-called Hindley-Milner type system for ML-like functional languages, where the
order matters in which types are inferred.
2The use of the word “polytope” in the literature is a little ambiguous. Throughout this report, we take a polytope to mean a
polyhedral set which is both convex and bounded.
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2 Flow Networks
We take a flow network N as a pair N = (N,A), where N is a finite set of nodes and A a finite set of directed
arcs, with each arc connecting two distinct nodes (no self-loops). We write R and R+ for the sets of reals and
non-negative reals, respectively. Such a flow network N is supplied with capacity functions on the arcs and a
producer/consumer (or supply/demand) assignment on the nodes:
• Lower-bound capacity c ∶A→ R+.
• Upper-bound capacity c ∶A→ R+.
• Producer/consumer assignment d ∶N→ R.
We assume 0 ⩽ c(a) ⩽ c(a) and c(a) ≠ 0 for every a ∈ A. If d(ν) > 0, then ν is a producer node; if
d(ν) < 0, then ν is a consumer node; and if d(ν) = 0, then ν is a transshipment node. We also assume that
the sum of supplies equals the sum of demands; the requirement ($) below is therefore an invariant of all our
transformations on flow networks:
($) ∑{d(ν) ∣ ν ∈N} = 0.
We identify the two ends of an arc a ∈ A by writing tail(a) and head(a), with the understanding that flow
moves from tail(a) to head(a). The set A of arcs is the disjoint union – written “⊎” whenever we want to make
it explicit – of three sets: the set A# of internal arcs, the set Ain of input arcs, and the set Aout of output arcs:
A = A# ⊎Ain ⊎Aout where
A# = {a ∈A ∣ head(a) ∈N and tail(a) ∈N},
Ain = {a ∈A ∣ head(a) ∈N and tail(a) /∈N},
Aout = {a ∈A ∣ head(a) /∈N and tail(a) ∈N}.
The tail of any input arc is not attached to any node, and the head of an output arc is not attached to any node.
Since there are no self-loops, head(a) ≠ tail(a) for all a ∈A#.
We assume that N ≠ ∅, i.e., there is at least one node in N, without which there would be no input arc, no
output arc, and nothing to say. With no loss of generality, we make the following connectedness assumption:
($$) For every a ∈A there is a directed path from an input arc to an output arc that visits a.
We do not assume N is connected as a directed graph – an assumption often made in studies of network flows,
which is sensible when there is only one input arc (or “source node”) and only one output arc (or “sink node”).3
A flow f in N is a function that assigns a non-negative real number to every a ∈ A. Formally, a flow is a
function f ∶A→ R+ which, if feasible, satisfies “flow conservation” and “capacity constraints” (below).
3Except for multiple input arcs/source nodes and multiple output arcs/sink nodes, the notion of a flow network as here defined is
standard [AMO93]. The presence of multiple sources and multiple sinks is not incidental, but crucial to the way we will develop and
use our typing theory.
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We call a bounded, closed interval [r, r′] of real numbers (possibly negative) a type, and we call a typing a
partial map T (possibly total) that assigns types to subsets of the input and output arcs. Formally, T is of the
following form, where Ain,out =Ain ∪Aout:4
T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R)
where P( ) is the power-set operator, P(Ain,out) = {A ∣A ⊆ Ain,out}, and I(R) is the set of bounded, closed
intervals of reals:
I(R) = { [r, r′] ∣ r, r′ ∈ R and r ⩽ r′ }.
As a function, T is not totally arbitrary and satisfies certain conditions, discussed in Section 4, which qualify it
as a network typing.
Henceforth, we use the term “network” to mean “flow network” in the sense just defined.
2.1 Flow Conservation, Capacity Constraints, Type Satisfaction
Though obvious and entirely standard, we precisely state fundamental concepts to fix our notation for the rest
of the report, in Definitions 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Definition 1 (Flow Conservation). If A is a subset of arcs inN and f a flow inN , we write ∑ f(A) to denote
the sum of the flows assigned to all the arcs in A:
∑ f(A) = ∑{ f(a) ∣ a ∈ A}.
By convention, ∑∅ = 0. If A = {a1, . . . , ap} is the set of arcs entering a node ν, and B = {b1, . . . , bq} the set
of arcs exiting ν, conservation of flow at ν is expressed by the linear equation:
(1) ∑ f(A) + d(ν) = ∑ f(B).
There is one such equation Eν for every node ν ∈ N and E = {Eν ∣ ν ∈ N} is the collection of all equations
enforcing flow conservation in N . ◻
Definition 2 (Capacity Constraints). A flow f satisfies the capacity constraints at arc a ∈A if:
c(a) ⩽ f(a) ⩽ c(a).(2)
There are two such inequalitiesCa for every arc a ∈A and C = {Ca ∣ a ∈A} is the collection of all inequalities
enforcing capacity constraints in N . ◻
Definition 3 (Feasible Flows). A flow f is feasible iff two conditions:
• for every node ν ∈N, the equation in (1) is satisfied,
• for every arc a ∈A, the two inequalities in (2) are satisfied,
following standard definitions of network flows. ◻
4Our notion of a “typing” as an assignment of types/intervals to members of a powerset is different from a notion by the same name
in the study of type systems for programming languages. In the latter, a typing refers to a derivable “typing judgment” consisting of
a program expression M , a type assigned to M , and a type environment that includes a type for every variable occurring free in M .
See [Jim96], and the longer [Jim95], for the origin of this different notion of “typing”. These two reports also discuss the distinction
between “modular” and “compositional”, in the same sense we explained in Section 1, but now in the context of type inference for
strongly-typed functional programs.
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Definition 4 (Type Satisfaction). Let N be a network with input/output arcs Ain,out = Ain ⊎ Aout, and let
T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) be a typing over Ain,out. We say the flow f satisfies T if, for every A ∈ P(Ain,out) for
which T (A) is defined with T (A) = [r, r′], it is the case that:
r ⩽ ∑ f(A ∩Ain) − ∑ f(A ∩Aout) ⩽ r′.(3)
We often denote a typing T for N by simply writing N ∶ T . ◻
Notation 5. We use mostly the letter N possibly decorated (with a prime, double prime, tilde, etc.), and
occasionally the letter M, to range over the set of networks. To denote particular example networks, we
exclusively use the letter N appropriately subscripted (as in N1, N2, etc.).
We use mostly the letters Ain and Aout, and occasionally the letters Bin and Bout, to denote the sets of input
arcs and output arcs of flow networks. We also write Ain,out for the disjoint union Ain ⊎Aout. Although this
notation is a little ambiguous (not indicating which arc in Ain,out is an input and which is an output), the context
will always disambiguate.
We use exclusively the letters E and C to range over sets of flow-conservation equations and sets of
capacity-constraint inequalities. To denote particular examples of such sets, we appropriately subscript them
(as in E1 and C1, E2 and C2, etc.).
We use mostly the letter T possibly decorated (with a prime, double prime, etc.), and occasionally the letters
S and U , to range over typings. To denote particular typings, in all the examples, we exclusively use the letter
T appropriately subscripted (as in T1, T2, etc.).
If Ni is a particular example network, with particular conservation equations Ej and constraint inequalities
Cj , and Tk is a particular typing inferred from Ej and Cj or is related to them in some way, we make the
subscripts i, j, and k, all the same.
Sometimes, when a function definition may be open to some confusion, we use the symbol “∶=” instead of
“=” to emphasize that it is not an equality.
2.2 Constant Input/Output Arcs vs. Producer/Consumer Nodes
A producer node ν of, say, 5 units can be viewed as the head of an input arc a with c(a) = c(a) = 5. Similarly,
a consumer node ν′ of 10 units can be viewed as the tail of an input arc a′ with c(a′) = c(a′) = 10. Such arcs
a and a′ are constant input/output arcs – they have to be always assigned the same value by a feasible flow.
Conversely, a constant input arc a with head(a) = ν and, say, c(a) = c(a) = 15 can be omitted after an
update d(ν) ∶= d(ν) + 15. Similarly, a constant output arc a′ with tail(a′) = ν′ and, say, c(a′) = c(a′) = 20
can be omitted after an update d(ν′) ∶= d(ν′) − 20.
Algebraically, therefore, in the flow conservation equation (1) in Definition 1 it does not matter whether we
include a constant input/output arc on the left or make an appropriate update of d on the right.
Nevertheless, we make a distinction between constant input/output arcs and producer/consumer nodes. An
input arc a, constant or not, is an arc whose free tail can be linked to the free head of some output arc; an output
arc a′, constant or not, is an arc whose free head can be linked to the free tail of some input arc.
Warning. The transformation from producer/consumer nodes to constant input/output arcs, and the converse
transformation, must be done with care to preserve the invariant ($) in the opening paragraph of Section 2.
3 Examples
Below are four examples of flow networks which we use repeatedly in later sections to illustrate different
aspects of our examination. Unless explicitly specified to be a producer (resp., a consumer) indicated by a fat
inward (resp., outward) arrow head, a node is assumed to be a transshipment node.
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Example 6. The network N1 is on the left in Figure 1. We leave the lower bounds r, s, and t, on arcs a2, a3,
and a6, unspecified for the moment. Later, we choose r, s, and t, to illustrate other concepts. We use the arc
names {a1, . . . , a6} as variables in the equations and inequalities below. There are 3 equations enforcing flow
conservation in N1:
E1 = { a1 + a5 = a4 , a2 + a6 = a5 , a3 + a6 = a4 }
There are 12 inequalities, with 2 for each of the 6 arcs, enforcing lower-bound and upper-bound constraints:
C1 = { 0 ⩽ a1 ⩽ 15 , r ⩽ a2 ⩽ 50 , s ⩽ a3 ⩽ 35 , 0 ⩽ a4 ⩽ 40 , 0 ⩽ a5 ⩽ 40 , t ⩽ a6 ⩽ 40 }
The network N ′1 in the middle is obtained from N1 after turning one node into a producer and one node into a
consumer, each of amount t. The invariant ($) in Section 2 is preserved. The equations in E1 and inequalities
in C1 are adjusted accordingly:
E ′1 = { a1 + a5 = a4 , a2 + a6 + t = a5 , a3 + a6 + t = a4 }
C ′1 = { 0 ⩽ a1 ⩽ 15 , r ⩽ a2 ⩽ 50 , s ⩽ a3 ⩽ 35 , 0 ⩽ a4 ⩽ 40 , 0 ⩽ a5 ⩽ 40 , 0 ⩽ a6 ⩽ 40 − t }
InN ′1 and in contrast toN1, because the lower-bound capacity c(a6) = 0, feasible flows from inputs to outputs
can be restricted to move along one of two acyclic paths, a1 a4 a3 and a2 a5 a4 a3.
The networkN ′′1 on the right in Figure 1 is obtained fromN ′1 by changing the producer/consumer nodes to
transshipment nodes and introducing corresponding constant input/output arcs – and then merging the constant






























Figure 1: NetworkN1 on the left. NetworkN ′1 in the middle, obtained fromN1 by introducing producer/consumer nodes,
each of amount t, indicated by heavy arrow heads. NetworkN ′′1 on the right, obtained fromN ′1 by introducing
constant input/output arcs in place of producer/consumer nodes. If only one capacity is shown for an arc, it is an
upper bound; all omitted lower bounds are 0. The lower bounds r, s and t are specified in follow-up examples.
Example 7. Network N2 is shown in Figure 2. We first list the collection E2 of 8 equations enforcing flow
conservation in N2:
E2 = { a1 = a6 + a7 , a2 = a8 + a9 , a3 + a18 = a10 + a11 ,
a6 + a8 = a12 , a7 + a9 + a10 = a13 + a14 , a14 + a15 = a17 + a18 ,
a12 + a13 + a17 = a4 + a16 , a11 + a16 = a5 + a15 }
We use the arc names {a1, . . . , a18} as variables in the preceding equations, and again in the collection C2 of
2 ⋅ 18 = 36 inequalities enforcing lower-bound and upper-bound constraints:
C2 = { 2 ⩽ a1 ⩽ 15 , 0 ⩽ a2 ⩽ 20 , 4 ⩽ a3 ⩽ 25 , 3 ⩽ a4 ⩽ 8 , 4 ⩽ a5 ⩽ 15 , 0 ⩽ a6 ⩽ 5 ,
0 ⩽ a7 ⩽ 5 , 0 ⩽ a8 ⩽ 2 , 0 ⩽ a9 ⩽ 10 , 0 ⩽ a10 ⩽ 10 , 0 ⩽ a11 ⩽ 4 , 0 ⩽ a12 ⩽ 5 ,
0 ⩽ a13 ⩽ 3 , 0 ⩽ a14 ⩽ 2 , 0 ⩽ a15 ⩽ 3 , 0 ⩽ a16 ⩽ 10 , 0 ⩽ a17 ⩽ 7 , 0 ⩽ a18 ⩽ 6}
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We can compute the values of a maximum feasible flow and a minimum feasible flow using linear programming,
e.g., the network simplex method [Cun76, Cun79]. Alternatively, we can use standard algorithms on capacited
graphs, e.g., the min-cut/max-flow theorem and the max-cut/min-flow theorem (Theorem 7.2 in [Sch86], Theo-
rem 4.2 in [Sch12]).
The upper-bound capacity of a min-cut Φ is the value of a feasible max flow in N2, and the lower-bound
capacity of a max-cut Ψ is the value of a feasible min flow in N2. (In general, there are more than one of each,
but not in the networkN2.) The upper-bound capacity 14 of the min-cut Φ is obtained according to the formula:
∑{upper-bounds of forward arcs in Φ} −∑{lower-bounds of backward arcs in Φ} = 14
and the lower-bound capacity 4 of the max-cut Ψ is obtained according to the formula:
∑{lower-bounds of forward arcs in Ψ} −∑{upper-bounds of backward arcs in Ψ} = 7
Φ and Ψ are shown in Figure 3. Hence, the value of any feasible flow in N2 will be in the interval [7,14] and





































Figure 2: Network N2 with its named arcs is on the left, and with its lower-bound and upper-bound capacities on the
right. If only one capacity is shown, it is an upper bound; omitted lower bounds are 0.
Φ Ψ
Figure 3: The min cut Φ = {a11, a12, a13, a14, a18} and the max cut Ψ = {a4, a5} in N2.
Example 8. Network N3 is shown on the left in Figure 4. There are 6 equations in E3 enforcing flow conser-
vation, one for each node in N3, and 2 ⋅ 11 = 22 inequalities in C3 enforcing lower-bound and upper-bound
constraints, two for each arc in N3. We omit the straightforward E3 and C3.
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In Figure 4, all omitted lower-bound capacities are 0 and all omitted upper-bound capacities are K. K is an
unspecified “very large number”.
By easy inspection, a minimum flow in N3 pushes 0 units through, and a maximum flow in N3 pushes 30
units. The value of every feasible flow in N3 will therefore be in the interval [0,30].
An appropriate typing forN3 will specify a permissible interval at each of the outer arcs {a1, a2, a3, a4} so
that the total flow pushed through N3 remains within the interval [0,30]. ◻
Example 9. Network N4 is shown on the right in Figure 4. There are 8 equations in E4 enforcing flow con-
servation, one for each node in N4, and 2 ⋅ 16 = 32 inequalities in C4 enforcing lower-bound and upper-bound
constraints, two for each arc in N4. We omit the straightforward E4 and C4.
By inspection, a minimum flow in N4 pushes 0 units through, and a maximum flow in N4 pushes 30 units.
The value of all feasible flows in N4 will therefore be in the interval [0,30], the same as for N3 in Example 8.
However, as we will note when we re-visit N3 and N4 in Examples 24 and 25, an appropriate typing for
the first will not be necessarily appropriate for the second, nor vice-versa. This will imply, among other things,
there are maximum-value flows in N3 assigning values to the outer arcs {a1, a2, a3, a4} which are different































Figure 4: Network N3 (on the left) in Example 8 and network N4 (on the right) in Example 9. All missing capacities are
the trivial lower bound 0 and the trivial upper bound K (a “very large number”). All feasible flows in both N3
and N4 have values in the interval/type [0,30].
4 Flow-Network Typings
Let A = A# ⊎Ain ⊎Aout be the set of arcs in a network, with Ain = {a1, . . . , am}, Aout = {am+1, . . . , am+n},
and A# = {am+n+1, . . . , am+n+p}, where m,n ⩾ 1 and p ⩾ 0. As before, Ain,out = Ain ⊎Aout and we call a
partial map T of the form:5
T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R)
a typing over Ain,out. A typing T over Ain,out defines a convex polyhedral set, which we denote Poly(T ), in
the Euclidean hyperspace Rm+n, as we explain next. We think of the m + n arcs in Ain,out as the dimensions
of the space Rm+n, and we thus use the arc names as variables to which we assign values in R. Poly(T ) is the
5The notation “Ain,out” is ambiguous, because it does not distinguish between input and output arcs. We use it nonetheless for
succintness. The context will always make clear which members of Ain,out are input arcs and which are output arcs.
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intersection of at most 2 ⋅(2m+n−1) halfspaces, because there are (2m+n−1) non-empty subsets in P(Ain,out)
and each induces two inequalities. Let ∅ ≠ A ⊆Ain,out with:
A ∩Ain = {a′1, . . . , a′k} and A ∩Aout = {a′k+1, . . . , a′`}.
Suppose T (A) is defined and let T (A) = [r, r′]. Corresponding to A, there are two linear inequalities in the
variables {a′1, . . . , a′`}, denoted Tmin⩾ (A) and Tmax⩽ (A):
Tmin⩾ (A): a′1 +⋯ + a′k − a′k+1 −⋯ − a′` ⩾ r or, more succintly, ∑(A ∩Ain) −∑(A ∩Aout) ⩾ r(4)
Tmax⩽ (A): a′1 +⋯ + a′k − a′k+1 −⋯ − a′` ⩽ r′ or, more succintly, ∑(A ∩Ain) −∑(A ∩Aout) ⩽ r′
and, therefore, two halfspaces Half(Tmin⩾ (A)) and Half(Tmax⩽ (A)) in Rm+n defined by:
Half(Tmin⩾ (A)) ∶= {r ∈ Rm+n ∣ r satisfies Tmin⩾ (A) },(5)
Half(Tmax⩽ (A)) ∶= {r ∈ Rm+n ∣ r satisfies Tmax⩽ (A) }.
We can therefore define Poly(T ) formally as follows:
Poly(T ) ∶= ⋂{Half(Tmin⩾ (A)) ∩ Half(Tmax⩽ (A)) ∣ ∅ ≠ A ⊆Ain,out and T (A) is defined}
Generally, many of the inequalities induced by the typing T will be redundant, and the induced Poly(T ) will
be defined by far fewer than 2 ⋅ (2m+n − 1) halfspaces. For later reference, we give the name Constraints(T ) to
the set of all inequalities/constraints that define Poly(T ):
Constraints(T ) ∶= {Tmin⩾ (A) ∣ ∅ ≠ A ⊆Ain,out and T (A) is defined}(6)
∪ {Tmax⩽ (A) ∣ ∅ ≠ A ⊆Ain,out and T (A) is defined}.
Restriction 10. We agree that, in order for T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) to be a typing, three requirements must be
satisfied:
1. T (∅) = T (Ain,out) = [0,0] = {0}. Informally, T (Ain,out) = {0} expresses global flow conservation: The
total amount entering a network must equal the total amount exiting it – under the assumption that the
sum of internal supplies is equal to the sum of internal demands – or after turning all producer/consumer
nodes into constant input/output arcs, which is always possible to assume by the discussion in Section 2.2.
2. Poly(T ) must be a bounded subspace of Rm+n and therefore a convex polytope, rather than just a convex
polyhedral set. This means that for every 1 ⩽ i ⩽m + n, there is an bounded interval [s, s′], such that for
every ⟨r1, . . . , ri, . . . , rm+n⟩ ∈ Poly(T ), it must be that s ⩽ ri ⩽ s′. This is a mild restriction, obviating
the need to deal separately with cases of unboundedly large flows.
3. Poly(T ) is entirely contained within the first orthant of the hyperspace Rm+n, i.e., the subspace (R+)m+n.
This means that if ⟨r1, . . . , rm+n⟩ ∈ Poly(T ) then every component ri is non-negative, corresponding to
the fact that if an IO function f ∶ Ain,out → R+ satisfies T , then every entry in ⟨f(a1), . . . , f(am+n)⟩ is
non-negative.
We want to characterize the typings T that are inhabited; specifically, we want to formulate necessary and
sufficient conditions (preferably algebraic) that select, among all typings, those that are tight and principal
typings (of networks) – which we define in the two next subsections.
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Definition 11 (Input-Output Functions). Let A = A# ⊎Ain ⊎Aout be the set of arcs in a network N , where
Ain = {a1, . . . , am} and Aout = {am+1, . . . , am+n}. We call a function f ∶Ain,out → R+ an input-output function
or, or more briefly, an IO function for N , where Ain,out =Ain ⊎Aout as before.
If f ′ ∶ A → R+ is a flow in the network N , then the restriction of f ′ to Ain,out, denoted [f ′]Ain,out , is an IO
function. We say that an IO function f ∶ Ain,out → R+ is feasible if there is a feasible flow f ′ ∶ A → R+ such
that f = [f ′]Ain,out .
A typing T ∶ P(Ain,out)→ I(R) forN is defined independently of the internal arcs A#. Hence, the notion
of satisfaction of T by a flow f ′ as in Definition 4 directly applies, with no change, to an IO function f . ◻
Proposition 12 (Typing Satisfaction for Input-Output Functions). Let T ∶ P(Ain,out)→ I(R) be a typing and
let f ∶Ain,out → R+ be an IO function. Then f satisfies T iff
⟨f(a1), . . . , f(am+n)⟩ ∈ Poly(T )
i.e., the point determined by f in the (m + n)-dimensional hyperspace is inside Poly(T ). By a slight abuse of
notation, we may write “f ∈ Poly(T )” to indicate that f satisfies this condition.
Proof. This readily follows from Definition 4 and the notions introduced earlier in this section.
4.1 Uniqueness and Redundancy in Typings
We can view a typing T as a syntactic expression, with its semantics Poly(T ) being a polytope in Euclidean
hyperspace. As in other situations connecting syntax and semantics, there are generally distinct typings T and
T ′ such that Poly(T ) = Poly(T ′). This is an obvious consequence of the fact that the same polytope can be
defined by many different equivalent sets of linear inequalities, which is the source of some complications when
we combine two typings to produce a new one.
If T and U are typings over Ain,out, we write T ≡ U whenever Poly(T ) = Poly(U), in which case we say
that T and U are equivalent.
Definition 13 (Tight Typings). Let T be a typing over Ain,out. T is tight if, for every A ∈ P(Ain,out) for which
T (A) is defined and for every r ∈ T (A), there is an IO function f ∈ Poly(T ) such that
r =∑ f(A ∩Ain) −∑ f(A ∩Aout).
Informally, T is tight if none of the intervals/types assigned by T to members of P(Ain,out) contains redundant
information.6 ◻
Let T be a typing over Ain,out. If T (A) is defined for A ⊆ Ain,out, with T (A) = [r1, r2] for some r1 ⩽ r2,
we write Tmin(A) and Tmax(A) to denote the endpoints of T (A):
Tmin(A) = r1 and Tmax(A) = r2.
The following is sometimes an easier-to-use characterization of tight typings.
Proposition 14 (Tightness Defined Differently). Let T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) be a typing. T is tight iff, for
every A ⊆Ain,out for which T (A) is defined, there are f1, f2 ∈ Poly(T ) such that:
Tmin(A) = ∑ f1(A ∩Ain) −∑ f1(A ∩Aout),
Tmax(A) = ∑ f2(A ∩Ain) −∑ f2(A ∩Aout).
6There are different equivalent ways of defining “tightness”. Let Constraints(T ) be the set of inequalities induced by T , as in (6)
above. Let Tmin= (A) and Tmax= (A) be the equations obtained by turning “⩾” and “⩽” into “=” in the inequalities Tmin⩾ (A) and Tmax⩽ (A)
in Constraints(T ). Using the terminology of [Sch86], pp 327, we say Tmin= (A) is active for Poly(T ) if Tmin= (A) defines a face of
Poly(T ), and similarly for Tmax= (A). We can then say that T is tight if, for every Tmin⩾ (A) and every Tmax⩽ (A), the corresponding
Tmin= (A) and Tmax= (A) are active for Poly(T ).
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Proof. The left-to-right implication follows immediately from Definition 13. The right-to-left implication is a
staightforward consequence of the linearity of the constraints that define T .
We state two additional easy results about tight typings, which we use in later sections.
Proposition 15 (Tightness Inherited Downward). Let T,U ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) be typings such that T ⊆ U ,
i.e., U extends T . If U is tight, then so is T tight.
Proof. Two preliminary observations, both following from T ⊆ U :
1. For every A ∈ P(Ain,out), if T (A) is defined, so is U(A) defined with T (A) = U(A).
2. Poly(T ) ⊇ Poly(U), because Constraints(T ) ⊆ Constraints(U).
We need to show that for every A ∈ P(Ain,out) for which T (A) is defined and for every r ∈ T (A), there is an
IO function f ∈ Poly(T ) such that the following equation holds:
r =∑ f(A ∩Ain) −∑ f(A ∩Aout).
If T (A) is defined, then U(A) is defined, and if r ∈ T (A), then r ∈ U(A), by observation 1. Because U is
tight, there is f ∈ Poly(U) such that the preceding equation holds. But f ∈ Poly(U) implies f ∈ Poly(T ), by
observation 2, from which the desired conclusion follows.
Proposition 16 (Every Typing Is Equivalent to a Tight Typing). There is an algorithm Tight() which, given a
typing T as input, always terminates and returns an equivalent tight (and total) typing Tight(T ).7
Proof. Starting from the given typing T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R), we first determine the set of linear inequal-
ities Constraints(T ) that defines Poly(T ), as given in (6) above. We compute a total and tight typing T ′ ∶
P(Ain,out) → I(R) by assigning an appropriate interval/type T ′(A) to every A ∈ P(Ain,out) as follows. For
such a set A of input/output arcs, let θA be the objective function: θA = ∑A ∩Ain −∑A ∩Aout. Relative to
Constraints(T ), using standard procedures of linear programming, we minimize and maximize θA to obtain
two values r1 and r2, respectively. The desired type T ′(A) is [r1, r2] and the desired Tight(T ) is T ′.
4.2 Valid Typings and Principal Typings
Let N be a network with input arcs Ain and output arcs Aout. Let T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) be a typing over
Ain,out and N a network. We say T is a valid typing for N , sometimes denoted (N ∶ T ), if it is sound in the
following sense:
(soundness) Every IO function f ∶Ain,out → R+ satisfying T can be extended to a feasible flow g ∶A→ R+.
For a network N , we say the typing (N ∶ T ) is a principal typing if it is both sound and complete:
(completeness) Every feasible flow g ∶A→ R+ satisfies T .
Sometimes we say “a typing T is valid” (or “principal”), by which we mean that T is valid (or principal) for
some network N .
A useful notion in type theories is subtyping. Let T and U be valid typings over the same set of input/output
arcs Ain,out, i.e., T,U ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R). If T is a subtyping of U , in symbols T <∶ U , then any object for
which T is a valid typing can be safely used in a context where an object with typing U is expected:
(subtyping) T <∶ U iff Poly(U) ⊆ Poly(T ).
7We leave out complexity and efficiency related to algorithm Tight() in this report, though they are important for follow-up work.
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Note we require that both T and U be valid in order that “<∶” work as expected, i.e., if Poly(U) ⊆ Poly(T ) and
T or U is not valid, then it is not necessarily that T <∶ U .
Our subtyping relation is contravariant w.r.t. the subset relation, i.e., the supertyping U is more restrictive
than the subtyping T . From the definition of equivalence between typings in Section 4.1, if both T <∶ U and
U <∶ T , then T ≡ U , naturally enough.8
Remark 17. The notion of subtyping is fundamental in typing theories for strongly-typed and object-oriented
programming languages. It defines formal conditions for the safe substitution of a component for another, i.e.,
without harming the behavior of the larger assembly in which components are inserted.
When components behave non-deterministically, the same substitution may or may not be safe, dependent
on whether non-determinism is angelic or demonic. More specifically for our situation, an assignment of values
to a networkN ’s input arcs, fin ∶Ain → R+, does not uniquely determine an assignment of values toN ’s output
arcs, fout ∶ Aout → R+, nor vice-versa. Flow along internal arcs of N is non-deterministic. If we start from an
assignment fin at the input, angelic non-determinism tries to make “good” choices in order to preserve safety,
whereas demonic non-determinism is adversarial and tries to make “bad” choices in order to disrupt safety.
Our notion of subtyping, and with it the notion of safe substitution, works as expected if non-determinism
is angelic. ◻
Proposition 18 (Principal Typings Are Subtypings of Valid Typings). If (N ∶ T ) is a principal typing, and
(N ∶ U) a valid typing for the same N , then T <∶ U .
Proof. Given an arbitrary f ∶ Ain,out → R+, it suffices to show that if f satisfies T2, then f satisfies T , i.e., any
point in Poly(U) is also in Poly(T ). If f satisfies U , then f can be extended to a feasible flow g. Because T is
principal, g satisfies T . This implies that the restriction of g to Ain,out, which is exactly f , satisfies T .
Any two principal typings T and U for the same network are not necessarily identical, but they always
denote the same polytope, as formally stated in the next proposition. First, a lemma of more general interest.
Lemma 19. Let (N ∶ T ) and (N ∶ T ′) be typings for the same N . If T and T ′ are total, tight, and Poly(T ) =
Poly(T ′), then T = T ′.
Proof. This follows from the construction in the proof of Proposition 16, where Tight(T ) returns a typing
which is both total and tight (and equivalent to T ).
Proposition 20 (Principal Typings Are Equivalent). If (N ∶ T ) and (N ∶ U) are two principal typings for the
same network N , then T ≡ U . Moreover, if T and U are tight and total, then T = U .
Proof. Both (N ∶ T ) and (N ∶ U) are valid. Hence, by Proposition 18, both T <∶ U and U <∶ T . This implies
that T ≡ U . When T and U are uniformly tight, then the equality T = U follows from Lemma 19.
The next example illustrates several notions introduced earlier in this section, as well as points to issues we
examine in later sections.
Example 21. The network N1 in Example 6 is simple enough that we can directly determine a tight, total, and
principal typing T1 for it. By easy inspection, in addition to the type assignments:
T1(∅) = T1({a1, a2, a3}) = [0,0],
8That the typing on the left of “<∶” is less restrictive than the typing on the right of “<∶” is perhaps counter-intuitive. However,
from a different perspective, the typing on the left of “<∶” can be viewed as the “true” typing for a flow network N , if it is principal
for N , while the typing on the right of “<∶” is only an “approximate” typing for N . We try to adopt notation and terminology that are
consistent with those in object-oriented programming.
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T1 makes six further assignments, shown below, one for every ∅ ⊊ A ⊊ {a1, a2, a3}. Note our conventions for
writing these assignments, which we follow in later examples: input variables/arc names are listed positively,
output variables/arc names are listed negatively. When r = s = t = 0, a principal typing T1 for N1 makes the
following type assignments:
a1 ∶ [0,15] a2 ∶ [0,35] − a3 ∶ [−35,0]
a1 + a2 ∶ [0,35] a1 − a3 ∶ [−35,0] a2 − a3 ∶ [−15,0]
When r = t = 0 and s = 10, a principal typing T1 for N1 makes the type assignments:
a1 ∶ [0,15] a2 ∶ [0,35] −a3 ∶ [−35,−10]
a1 + a2 ∶ [10,35] a1 − a3 ∶ [−35,0] a2 − a3 ∶ [−15,0]
When s = t = 0 and r = 5, a principal typing T1 for N1 makes the type assignments:
a1 ∶ [0,15] a2 ∶ [5,35] −a3 ∶ [−35,−5]
a1 + a2 ∶ [5,35] a1 − a3 ∶ [−35,−5] a2 − a3 ∶ [−15,0]
The underlined assignments are those affected by the change of s from 0 to 10, or the change of r from 0 to 5.
Figure 5 shows Poly(T1) in all three cases.
There is considerable redundancy in T1 in all three cases, in that several of the type assignments can be
omitted without changing Poly(T1). For example, when r = s = t = 0, a partial typing T ′1 that makes only three
assignments, instead of 8 by T1, is the following:
a1 ∶ [0,15] − a3 ∶ [−35,0] a1 + a2 − a3 ∶ [0,0]
which is equivalent to T1, i.e., Poly(T1) = Poly(T ′1). To see this, consider the diagram on the left in Figure 5:
The light-shaded area on the left is the same bounded convex surface defined by both T1 and T ′1.
And there are other partial typings besides T ′1 which are equivalent to T1 and make only three assignments.
For example, T ′′1 given by:
a1 ∶ [0,15] a1 + a2 ∶ [0,35] a1 + a2 − a3 ∶ [0,0]
is also equivalent to T1.
Figure 5 also shows the line a1 = a3 in the two-dimensional (a1, a3)-plane. This is the intersection of a
vertical plane, call it P (not shown), containing the a2 axis with the horizontal (a1, a3)-plane. P geometrically
defines the requirement that the amount carried by arc a1 is equal to that carried by a3. This is a requirement we
impose if we want to re-direct the flow out of arc a3 and back into arc a1. Figure 5 shows that this requirement
can be satisfied when r = s = t = 0, or when r = t = 0 and s = 10, but not when s = t = 0 and r = 5; in the first
two cases, P intersects Poly(T1), but in the third, P does not intersect Poly(T1). ◻
5 Inferring Typings that Are Total, Tight, and Principal
Let N = (N,A) be a network. We follow the notation and conventions of Section 4 throughout.
Definition 22 (How To Compute Principal Typings). Let E be the collection of all equations enforcing flow

























Figure 5: From Example 21, Poly(T1), is shown as a light-shaded surface – on the left when r = s = t = 0, in the middle
when r = t = 0 and s = 10, and on the right when s = t = 0 and r = 5.
We define the total typing T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) according to the following procedure, called PT (for
Principal Typing). For every A ∈ P(Ain,out), relative to the equations and inequalities in E ∪C , we use linear
programming to minimimize and maximize the same objective function:
θA ∶= ∑{a ∣ a ∈ A ∩Ain } −∑{a ∣ a ∈ A ∩Aout }
Relative to E ∪C , the determination of the type/interval assigned to T (A) is in three steps:
1. Compute the minimum possible value r1 ∈ R for the objective θA.
2. Compute the maximum possible value r2 ∈ R for the objective θA.
3. Assign to T (A) the interval [r1, r2].
We write PT(N ) or PT(E ∪ C ) for the total typing T returned according to the preceding procedure. Theo-
rem 26 confirms that PT(E ∪C ) is also a tight and principal typing for N . ◻
Example 23. We compute a total typing T2 for the network N2 shown in Figure 2 according to procedure PT
in Definition 22. We can either use linear programming to compute every interval/type T2(A) – as proposed in
Definition 22 – or, becauseN2 is fairly small, compute T2(A) by brute-force inspection, though very tediously.
Following the conventions in Section 4, we use arc names as variables. Hence, for every A ∈ P(Ain,out), we
write:
∑(A ∩Ain) −∑(A ∩Aout) ∶ [r1, r2]
instead of T2(A) = [r1, r2]. The assignment of types by T2 are T2(∅) = [0,0] and for every A ≠ ∅:
a1 ∶ [2,10] a2 ∶ [0,7] a3 ∶ [4,9] −a4 ∶ [−8,−3]
−a5 ∶ [−11,−4] a1 + a2 ∶ [2,10] a1 + a3 ∶ [6,14] a1 − a4 ∶ [−6,7]
a1 − a5 ∶ [−8,4] a2 + a3 ∶ [4,11] a2 − a4 ∶ [−8,4] a2 − a5 ∶ [−11,2]
a3 − a4 ∶ [−4,6] a3 − a5 ∶ [−7,5] −a4 − a5 ∶ [−14,−7] a1 + a2 + a3 ∶ [7,14]
a1 + a2 − a4 ∶ [−5,7] a1 + a2 − a5 ∶ [−6,4] a1 + a3 − a4 ∶ [−2,11] a1 + a3 − a5 ∶ [−4,8]
a1 − a4 − a5 ∶ [−11,−4] a2 + a3 − a4 ∶ [−4,8] a2 + a3 − a5 ∶ [−7,6] a2 − a4 − a5 ∶ [−14,−6]
a3 − a4 − a5 ∶ [−10,−2] a1 + a2 + a3 − a4 ∶ [4,11] a1 + a2 + a3 − a5 ∶ [3,8] a1 + a2 − a4 − a5 ∶ [−9,−4]
a1 + a3 − a4 − a5 ∶ [−7,0] a2 + a3 − a4 − a5 ∶ [−10,−2] a1 + a2 + a3 − a4 − a5 ∶ [0,0]
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As expected, the types assigned to Ain = {a1, a2, a3} and Aout = {a4, a5} are the negations of each other,
namely [7,14] and [−14,−7], and demarcate the interval of feasible flows from a minimum of 7 to a maximum
of 14. According to Theorem 26, the total typing T2 as just defined is tight and principal for N2. ◻
Example 24. We use procedure PT in Definition 22 to infer a tight, total, and principal typing T3 for the
network N3 in Example 8. In addition to T3(∅) = [0,0], T3 makes the following assignments:
a1 ∶ [0,15] a2 ∶ [0,25] −a3 ∶ [−15,0] −a4 ∶ [−25,0]
a1 + a2 ∶ [0,30] a1 − a3 ∶ [−10,10] a1 − a4 ∶ [−25,15]
a2 − a3 ∶ [−15,25] a2 − a4 ∶ [−10,10] −a3 − a4 ∶ [−30,0]
a1 + a2 − a3 ∶ [0,25] a1 + a2 − a4 ∶ [0,15] a1 − a3 − a4 ∶ [−25,0] a2 − a3 − a4 ∶ [−15,0]
a1 + a2 − a3 − a4 ∶ [0,0]
The boxed type assignments and the underlined type assignments are for purposes of comparison with the
typing T4 in Example 25. ◻
Example 25. We use procedure PT in Definition 22 to infer a tight, total, and principal typing T4 for the
network N4 in Example 9. In addition to T4(∅) = [0,0], T4 makes the following assignments:
a1 ∶ [0,15] a2 ∶ [0,25] −a3 ∶ [−15,0] −a4 ∶ [−25,0]
a1 + a2 ∶ [0,30] a1 − a3 ∶ [−10,12] a1 − a4 ∶ [−23,15]
a2 − a3 ∶ [−15,23] a2 − a4 ∶ [−12,10] −a3 − a4 ∶ [−30,0]
a1 + a2 − a3 ∶ [0,25] a1 + a2 − a4 ∶ [0,15] a1 − a3 − a4 ∶ [−25,0] a2 − a3 − a4 ∶ [−15,0]
a1 + a2 − a3 − a4 ∶ [0,0]
In this example and the preceding one, the type assignments in rectangular boxes are for subsets of the input
arcs {a1, a2} and for subsets of the output arcs {a3, a4}, but not for subsets mixing input arcs and output arcs.
Note that these are the same for the typing T3 in Example 24 and the typing T4 in this Example 25.
The underlined type assignments are among those that mix input and output arcs. We underline those in
Example 24 that are different from the corresponding ones in this Example 25. This difference implies there
are IO functions f ∶ {a1, a2, a3, a4}→ R which can be extended to feasible flows inN3 (resp. inN4) but not in
N4 (resp. inN3). This is perhaps counter-intuitive, since T3 and T4 make exactly the same type assignments to
input arcs and, separately, output arcs (the boxed assignments). For example, the IO function f defined by:
f(a1) = 15 f(a2) = 0 f(a3) = 3 f(a4) = 12
can be extended to a feasible flow in N4 but not in N3. The reason is that f(a1) − f(a3) = 12 violates (i.e., is
outside) the type T3({a1, a3}) = [−10,10]. Similarly, the IO function f defined by:
f(a0) = 0 f(a2) = 25 f(a3) = 0 f(a4) = 25
can be extended to a feasible flow in N3 but not in N4, the reason being that f(a2) − f(a3) = 25 violates the
type T4({a2, a3}) = [−15,23]. From the preceding, neither T3 nor T4 is a subtyping of the other, in the sense
explained in Subsection 4.2. ◻
The proof of Theorem 26 is delayed to Appendix A. Our proof here is based on a pre-processing of the given
network N = (N,A), which transforms it into an equivalent so-called “augmented network” N ′ = (N′,A′),
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where capacity constraints are more general than those in N and self-loops are allowed. We build N ′ from N
so that A′in,out =Ain,out and A′# ⊆A#, and in such a way that all the remaining internal arcs in A′# are self-loops,
thus essentially making the set of feasible flows in N ′ and the set of feasible IO functions in N ′ coincide.9
Theorem 26 (Inferring Total, Tight, and Principal Typings). The typing T ∶ P(Ain,out) → I(R) returned by
PT(E ∪C ) in Definition 22 is total, tight and principal for network N .
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A Remaining Proofs for Section 5
We use the notation and assumptions of Section 5. By the comments in Subsection 2.2, with no loss of gener-
ality, we can assume there are no consumer nodes and no producer nodes in networks, and that all nodes are
transshipment nodes.
Definition 27 (Augmented Networks). Let N = (N,A) be a network, with E the set of flow-conservation
equations (one for every node ν ∈N) and C the set of capacity constraints (one for every arc a ∈A, in the form
of two inequalities specifying an interval of permissible values for a), as in Definitions 1 and 2.
An auxiliary capacity constraint is a generalization of a capacity constraint in that it specifies an interval of
permissible values, possibly negative, for a summation of arcs/variables from A:
r ⩽ ∑ A − ∑ B ⩽ s
where r, s ∈ R with r ⩽ s, and A,B ⊆A with A ∩B = ∅ and ∣A ∪B∣ ⩾ 1.
N is an augmented network ifN is supplied with a finite set C ∗ of auxiliary capacity constraints. Moreover,
in contrast to the definition of (non-augmented) networks in Section 2, an augmented network may contain self-
loops, i.e., arcs a such that tail(a) = head(a), as well as multiple arcs between the same two nodes, i.e., arcs a
and a′ such that a ≠ a′, tail(a) = tail(a′) and head(a) = head(a′).
A flow f ∶ A → R+ in the augmented network N is a feasible flow if f satisfies the flow-conservation
equations E , the capacity constraints C , and the auxiliary capacity constraints C ∗.
To make explicit the flow-convervation equations, capacity constraints, and auxiliary capacity constraitns,
of an augmented network N , we may write N = (N,A,E ,C ,C ∗) instead of N = (N,A). ◻
LetN = (N,A,E ,C ) be a fixed (non-augmented) network, with A =Ain ⊎Aout ⊎A# where ∣A#∣ = p ⩾ 0.
Starting from N , we construct a sequence of p + 1 augmented networks in p + 1 stages:
N1 = (N1,A1,E1,C1,C ∗1 ), N2 = (N2,A2,E2,C2,C ∗2 ), . . . , Np+1 = (Np+1,Ap+1,Ep+1,Cp+1,C ∗p+1).
For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p+ 1, the set of arcs Ak is partitioned as Ak =Ak,in ⊎Ak,out ⊎Ak,# – input arcs, output arcs,
and internal arcs – with Ak,in,out =Ak,in ∪Ak,out. These augmented networks are related as follows:
1. N1 =N, A1 =A, E1 = E , C1 = C , and C ∗1 = ∅.
2. N1 ⊇N2 ⊇ ⋯ ⊇Np+1.
3. A1,in,out =A2,in,out = ⋯ =Ap+1,in,out and A1,# ⊇A2,# ⊇ ⋯ ⊇Ap+1,#.
Stage 1 defines the first augmented network N1 according to point 1 above. At stage k + 1, with 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p, the
construction of Nk+1 from Nk consists in processing an internal arc in Ak,#, which may or may not be deleted
as a result. The internal arc which is processed at stage k + 1 is selected arbitrarily and can be any member of
Ak,#. Let:
A1,# = A# = {b1, b2, . . . , bp},
where the bk’s are indexed, from left to right, in the order in which they are processed. When we process arc bk,
if tail(bk) ≠ head(bk), we merge node head(bk) into node tail(bk), thus deleting node head(bk) but keeping
tail(bk). We therefore have:
4. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p:
Nk+1 ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Nk if tail(bk) = head(bk),
Nk − {head(bk)} if tail(bk) ≠ head(bk).
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5. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p:
Ak+1,# ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ak,# if tail(bk) = head(bk),
Ak,# − {bk} if tail(bk) ≠ head(bk).
6. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p:
Ck+1 ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ck if tail(bk) = head(bk),
Ck − {c(bk) ⩽ bk ⩽ c(bk) } if tail(bk) ≠ head(bk).
At the end of stage k, with 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p, let tail(bk) = ν1 and head(bk) = ν2. The flow-conservation equations at
nodes ν1 and ν2 are Eν1 and Eν2 , respectively:
(Eν1) ∑{a ∈Ak ∣ head(a) = ν1 } = ∑{a ∈Ak ∣ tail(a) = ν1 },
(Eν2) ∑{a ∈Ak ∣ head(a) = ν2 } = ∑{a ∈Ak ∣ tail(a) = ν2 }.
If ν1 = ν2 = ν, then bk is a self-loop at node ν and appears on both sides of equation Eν = Eν1 = Eν2 . Let E′ν
be the simplification of Eν obtained by crossing out the left occurrence and the right occurrence of bk in Eν .
7.1. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p, if tail(bk) = head(bk) = ν, then:
Ek+1 ∶= (Ek − {Eν}) ∪ {E′ν}.
7.2. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p, if tail(bk) = ν1 ≠ ν2 = head(bk), then:
Ek+1 ∶= (Ek − {Eν1 ,Eν2 }) ⋃
{∑{a ∈Ak − {bk} ∣ head(a) ∈ {ν1, ν2}} =∑{a ∈Ak − {bk} ∣ tail(a) ∈ {ν1, ν2}}}.
We update the functions tail() and head() as follows. For every a ∈Ak − {bk}:
tail(a) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩




ν1 if head(a) = ν2,
head(a) otherwise.
When tail(bk) = ν1 ≠ ν2 = head(bk), the definition of Ek+1 excludes the two flow-conservation equations in Ek
that mention bk and includes instead a new flow-conservation equation that omits bk. This new equation may
mention the same arc/variable b` on both sides of “=”, for some k < ` ⩽ p, which happens when tail(b`) = ν1
and head(b`) = ν2 or when tail(b`) = ν2 and head(b`) = ν1, i.e., b` is now a self-loop at node ν1 which will be
eliminated when going from E` to E`+1.
It remains to define C ∗k+1 from C
∗
k at stage k + 1.
8.1. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p, if tail(bk) = head(bk), then:
C ∗k+1 ∶= C ∗k .
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If tail(bk) = ν1 ≠ ν2 = head(bk), we need to consider the flow-conservation equations that mention bk more
carefully. We can write the flow-conservation equations Eν1 and Eν2 as follows:
(Eν1) ∑{a ∈Ak ∣ head(a) = ν1 } = bk +∑{a ∈Ak ∣ tail(a) = ν1 and a ≠ bk },
(Eν2) bk +∑{a ∈Ak ∣ head(a) = ν2 and a ≠ bk } = ∑{a ∈Ak ∣ tail(a) = ν2 },
from which we get the two following equations:
+ bk = ϕ1 where
ϕ1 ∶= +∑{a ∈Ak ∣ head(a) = ν1 } −∑{a ∈Ak ∣ tail(a) = ν1 and a ≠ bk },
− bk = ϕ2 where
ϕ2 ∶= +∑{a ∈Ak ∣ head(a) = ν2 and a ≠ bk } −∑{a ∈Ak ∣ tail(a) = ν2 }.
It is important to note that, in both ϕ1 and ϕ2, arcs entering a node (ν1 or ν2) are included positively and arcs
exiting a node (ν1 or ν2) are included negatively. For the case ν1 ≠ ν2, we define the substitution σk as follows:
σk ∶= {+bk ↦ ϕ1, −bk ↦ ϕ2 }.
Observe we make a distinction between occurrences of bk appearing positively and those appearing negatively:
“+bk” and “−bk” are mapped to two distinct expressions, ϕ1 and ϕ2, that guarantee that entering (resp., exiting)
arcs/variables appear positively (resp., negatively).
8.2. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p, if tail(bk) ≠ head(bk), then:
C ∗k+1 ∶= σk(C ∗k ) ⋃ {c(bk) ⩽ ϕ1 ⩽ c(bk), −c(bk) ⩽ ϕ2 ⩽ −c(bk) }.
The substitution part σk(C ∗k ) in C ∗k+1 eliminates all occurrences of “+bk” and “−bk”, while the remaining
part in C ∗k+1 includes two new auxiliary constraints that do not mention “+bk” and “−bk”.
In the proofs to follow, we say “the construction of augmented networks” or “the sequence of augmented
networks induced by N ” to refer to the sequence N1,N2, . . . ,Np+1 and the way the entries in it are defined.
Lemma 28. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p:
1. If f ∶Ak → R+ is a feasible flow in Nk, then g = [f]Ak+1 ∶Ak+1 → R+ is a feasible flow in Nk+1.
2. If g ∶ Ak+1 → R+ is a feasible flow in Nk+1, then there is a feasible flow f ∶ Ak → R+ in Nk such that
g = [f]Ak+1 .
Proof. Throughout this proof, let ϕ ∶= ϕ1, where ϕ1 is defined in point 8.2 in the construction of augmented
networks. (Alternatively, we can also take ϕ ∶= −ϕ2; the proof works again.)
For part 1, suppose f ∶Ak → R+ is feasible inNk. This means f satisfies Ek, Ck, and C ∗k . Let g = [f]Ak+1 .
Consider the two cases tail(bk) = head(bk) and tail(bk) ≠ head(bk) separately.
If tail(bk) = head(bk), then it is immediate that g satisfies Ek+1, Ck+1, and C ∗k+1, because Ak = Ak+1 and
g = [f]Ak+1 = f . If tail(bk) ≠ head(bk), then it is easy to see that g satisfies Ek+1 and Ck+1. By points 7.2
and 8.2 in the construction of augmented networks, g also satisfies C ∗k+1, because ϕ does not mention bk and f
satisfies Ek.
For part 2, suppose g ∶ Ak+1 → R+ is feasible in Nk+1. This means g satisfies Ek+1, Ck+1, and C ∗k+1.
Again, consider the two cases tail(bk) = head(bk) and tail(bk) ≠ head(bk) separately. For the case when
tail(bk) = head(bk) = ν, the desired conclusion is immediate, because Ak =Ak+1 and we define f ∶= g.
For the case when tail(bk) ≠ head(bk), we use the notation and definitions of points 7.2 and 8.2 in the
construction of augmented networks. In this case, g ∶ (Ak − {bk})→ R+. Because g satisfies Ek+1 in point 7.2,
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it is readily checked that g(ϕ) = g(ϕ1) = −g(ϕ2), where “g(ϕ)” denotes the value obtained by applying g to
every arc/variable occurring in the expression ϕ. We define the extension f ∶Ak → R+ by letting f(bk) = g(ϕ).
It is now straightforward to check that, given that g satisfies Ek+1, Ck+1, and C ∗k+1, so does f satisfies Ek, Ck,
and C ∗k , by point 7.2, point 6, and point 8.2 in the construction of augmented networks, respectively.
Definition 29 (Extreme Flows). Let f1, f2 ∶ A → R+ be flows in augmented network N = (N,A,E ,C ,C ∗),
where A = {a1, . . . , aq}. We use a1, . . . , aq as the q dimensions, in this order, of the space Rq. The addition of
f1 and f2 is defined pointwise as usual, viewing them as q-dimensional vectors:
f1 + f2 = ⟨f1(a1) + f2(a1), . . . , f1(aq) + f2(aq)⟩.
A flow f ∶A → R+ is an extreme (feasible) flow in N if there do not exist feasible flows f1, f2 ∶A → R+ in N
such that f1 ≠ f2 and f = (f1 + f2)/2.
It is useful to consider an alternative geometric formulation of extreme flows. Let E , C , and C ∗, be the flow-
conservation equations, the capacity constraints, and the auxiliary capacity constraints ofN . The combined set
E ∪ C ∪ C ∗ defines a polytope in the hyperspace Rq, which we denote Poly(E ∪ C ∪ C ∗). The extreme flows
in N are precisely the extreme points (or vertices) of Poly(E ∪C ∪C ∗). ◻
The following lemma refines the preceding one.
Lemma 30. For every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p:
1. If f ∶Ak → R+ is an extreme flow in Nk, then g = [f]Ak+1 ∶Ak+1 → R+ is an extreme flow in Nk+1.
2. If g ∶Ak+1 → R+ is an extreme flow in Nk+1, then there is an extreme flow f ∶Ak → R+ in Nk such that
g = [f]Ak+1 .
Part 1 is the more difficult, because the projection on R∣Ak+1∣ of the extreme point of an arbitrary polytope P in
the space R∣Ak ∣ is not generally an extreme point of the projection [P ]Ak+1 .
Proof. Consider the two cases tail(bk) = head(bk) and tail(bk) ≠ head(bk) separately. For the case tail(bk) =
head(bk), both parts of the lemma are immediate because Ak =Ak+1.
For the case tail(bk) ≠ head(bk), let Ak = {a1, . . . , aq+1} with bk = aq+1, so that Ak+1 = {a1, . . . , aq}. We
assume the arcs/variables are ordered according to their indices from 1 to q. Hence, if g ∶Ak+1 → R+ is a flow
in Nk+1, then:
g = ⟨ g(a1), g(a2), . . . , g(aq) ⟩ = ⟨ r1, r2, . . . , rq ⟩
is a point in the q-dimensional space Rq, for some r1, r2, . . . , rq ∈ R+. Let f ∶ Ak → R+ be the flow in Nk
defined from g as in the proof for part 2 in Lemma 28. We can therefore write:
f = ⟨ r1, r2, . . . , rq, g(ϕ) ⟩
where ϕ is as in the proof of Lemma 28. Hence, flow g ∈ Poly(Ek+1 ∪ Ck+1 ∪ C ∗k+1) is the projection of flow
f ∈ Poly(Ek ∪ Ck ∪ C ∗k ) on the subspace Rq of the space Rq+1. It follows that if g is an extreme point of
Poly(Ek+1 ∪Ck+1 ∪C ∗k+1), then f is an extreme point of Poly(Ek ∪Ck ∪C ∗k ). This completes the proof of part
2 when tail(bk) ≠ head(bk).
It remains to prove part 1 when tail(bk) ≠ head(bk). We prove the contrapositive: If g = [f]Ak+1 is not an
extreme point of Poly(Ek+1 ∪ Ck+1 ∪ C ∗k+1), then f is not an extreme point of Poly(Ek ∪ Ck ∪ C ∗k ). If g is not
an extreme point, there are flows g′, g′′ ∶Ak+1 → R+ in Nk+1 such that g′ ≠ g′′ and g = (g′ + g′′)/2. Let:
g′ = ⟨ r′1, r′2, . . . , r′q ⟩ and g′′ = ⟨ r′′1 , r′′2 , . . . , r′′q ⟩.
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From g′ and g′′, define the flows f ′ ∶ Ak → R+ and f ′′ ∶ Ak → R+ in Nk, respectively, as in the proof of
Lemma 28. Hence:
f ′ = ⟨ r′1, r′2, . . . , r′q, g′(ϕ) ⟩ and f ′′ = ⟨ r′′1 , r′′2 , . . . , r′′q , g′′(ϕ) ⟩.
We already have that:
r1 = (r′1 + r′′1 )/2, r2 = (r′2 + r′′2 )/2, . . . , rq = (r′q + r′′q )/2
because g is not an extreme point. It therefore suffices to prove that g(ϕ) = (g′(ϕ) + g′′(ϕ))/2 in order to
conclude that f = (f ′ + f ′′)/2, i.e., f is not an extreme point. Let ϕ = ∑A −∑B, where A,B ⊆Ak. We have:
g(ϕ) = ∑{ g(a) ∣ a ∈ A} − ∑{ g(b) ∣ b ∈ B }
= ∑{ (g′(a) + g′′(a))/2 ∣ a ∈ A} − ∑{ (g′(b) + g′′(b))/2 ∣ b ∈ B }
= (∑{ g′(a) ∣ a ∈ A} − ∑{ g′(b) ∣ b ∈ B })/2 + (∑{ g′′(a) ∣ a ∈ A} − ∑{ g′′(b) ∣ b ∈ B })/2
= (g′(ϕ) + g′′(ϕ))/2,
which is the desired conclusion and completes the proof.
We can run procedure PT in Definition 22 on input E ∪ C ∪ C ∗ to infer a total and tight typing T – soon
to be shown principal – for the augmented network N , in which case we may write T = PT(E ∪C ∪C ∗). As
in Section 4, T defines a polytope in the hypersapce R∣Ain,out∣, which we denote Poly(T ).
Lemma 31. Let N = (N,A) be a non-augmented network. For the sequence of augmented networks induced
by N , namely, Nk = (Nk,Ak,Ek,Ck,C ∗k ) with 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p + 1, we have:
1. PT(E1 ∪C1 ∪C ∗1 ) = PT(E2 ∪C2 ∪C ∗2 ) = ⋯ = PT(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1),
2. [Poly(E1 ∪C1 ∪C ∗1 )]Ain,out = [Poly(E2 ∪C2 ∪C ∗2 )]Ain,out = ⋯ = [Poly(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1)]Ain,out .
Proof. For part 1, it suffices to show PT(Ek ∪ Ck ∪ C ∗k ) = PT(Ek+1 ∪ Ck+1 ∪ C ∗k+1) for arbitrary 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p.
Consider how procedure PT assigns an interval/type [r1, r2] to a set A ⊆Ain,out. The end points r1 and r2 are
the minimum and maximum, respectively, of the objective function:
θA = ∑{a ∣ a ∈ A ∩Ain } −∑{a ∣ a ∈ A ∩Aout }
relative to Ek ∪ Ck ∪ C ∗k for Nk, or relative to Ek+1 ∪ Ck+1 ∪ C ∗k+1 for Nk+1. By standard considerations
of linear programming, these minimum and maximum values are attained at extreme flows/extreme points of
Poly(Ek ∪Ck ∪C ∗k ) or Poly(Ek+1 ∪Ck+1 ∪C ∗k+1), respectively. The desired conclusion follows by Lemma 30.
For part 2, the conclusion of Lemma 28 can be written equivalently as follows, for every 1 ⩽ k ⩽ p:
Poly(Ek+1 ∪Ck+1 ∪C ∗k+1) = [Poly(Ek ∪Ck ∪C ∗k )]Ak+1 .
Hence,
[Poly(Ek+1 ∪Ck+1 ∪C ∗k+1)]Ain,out = [[Poly(Ek ∪Ck ∪C ∗k )]Ak+1]Ain,out ,
which, given that Ak+1 ⊇Ain,out, in turn implies:
[Poly(Ek+1 ∪Ck+1 ∪C ∗k+1)]Ain,out = [Poly(Ek ∪Ck ∪C ∗k )]Ain,out .
The desired conclusion for part 2 follows.
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Lemma 32. Let N = (N,A) be a non-augmented network and let Np+1 = (Np+1,Ap+1,Ep+1,Cp+1,C ∗p+1) be
the last augmented network in the sequence of augmented networks induced byN . Then all the internal arcs of
Np+1 are self-loops.
Proof. Straightforward from the construction of augmented networks induced by N .
IfN is connected as a directed graph, it is easy to see that there is exactly one node, say ν, in the last augmented
network Np+1. This in turn implies that:
• If a ∈Ap+1,in, then head(a) = ν,
• If a ∈Ap+1,out, then tail(a) = ν,
• If a ∈Ap+1,#, then head(a) = tail(a) = ν.
In general, when N is not connected, Np+1 has as many nodes as there are components in N .
Lemma 33. If C is an auxiliary capacity constraint defined in the course of the construction of augmented
networks induced by the non-augmented network N = (N,A), where A =Ain ⊎Aout ⊎A#, say C is:
r ⩽ ∑A −∑B ⩽ s,
where A,B ⊆ A, for some r, s ∈ R, then A ∩Aout = ∅ and B ∩Ain = ∅, i.e., input arcs/variables appear
positively and output arcs/variables negatively in C.
Proof. Auxiliary capacity constraints are only introduced in point 8.2 of the construction. Consider the expres-
sions ϕ1 and ϕ2 introduced in point 8.2. Both expressions satisfy the conclusion of the lemma, as does the
substitution σk, because only the head but not the tail of an input arc (resp., the tail but not the head of an output
arc) is defined.
Lemma 34. LetN = (N,A) be a non-augmented network. For the last augmented network in the sequence of
augmented networks induced by N , namely, Np+1 = (Np+1,Ap+1,Ep+1,Cp+1,C ∗p+1), we have:
Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1)) = [Poly(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1)]Ain,out .
Proof. We start by carefully reviewing some notions regarding the decomposition of linear spaces and adapting
them to our situation. Let Ap+1 =Ain,out ⊎A′ where:
Ain,out =Ain ⊎Aout = {a1, . . . , am} and A′ =Ap+1,# = {am+1, . . . , am+n}.
We take a1, . . . , am+n, in this order, as denoting the axes of the m + n-dimensional space Rm+n. We define the
m-dimensional linear subspace S of Rm+n as follows:
S = { ⟨r1, . . . , rm,0, . . . ,0
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
n
⟩ ∣ r1, . . . , rm ∈ R},
which is just the projection of Rm+n on its firstm coordinates. By definition, Poly(PT(Ep+1∪Cp+1∪C ∗p+1)) is
a polytope in the space Rm, which is isomorphic to S. We can therefore view Poly(PT(Ep+1∪Cp+1∪C ∗p+1)) –
in this proof only10 – as a polytope in the subspace S of Rm+n. For every h = ⟨s1, . . . , sn⟩ ∈ Rn, we also define
the subset S[h] of Rm+n:
S[h] = { ⟨r1, . . . , rm, s1, . . . , sn⟩ ∣ r1, . . . , rm ∈ R}.
10Rm is often said, rather loosely, to be a linear subspace of Rm+n, although there are different ways of embedding the first in the
second. By identifying Rm with S, we choose a particular way of embedding Rm in Rm+n.
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S[h] is what is usually called an affine set (or flat in some accounts), because it is a translate of the subspace S.
The subspace S is none other than S[0] with 0 = ⟨0, . . . ,0⟩ ∈ Rn. For all h1, h2 ∈ Rn, if h1 ≠ h2, then S[h1]
and S[h2] are parallel affine sets, because S[h1] ∩ S[h2] = ∅. We can thus decompose Rm+n into an (infinite)
union of affine sets, all parallel to the linear subspace S:
Rm+n = ⋃ {S[h] ∣ h ∈ Rn }.
We can view h ∈ Rn as a function h ∶ A′ = {am+1, . . . , am+n} → R, with the obvious meaning when we apply
h to Ep+1 ∪ Cp+1 ∪ C ∗p+1; namely, we replace every arc/variable a ∈ A′ occurring in Ep+1 ∪ Cp+1 ∪ C ∗p+1 by
the number h(a) to obtain h(Ep+1 ∪ Cp+1 ∪ C ∗p+1). In fact, h(Ep+1 ∪ Cp+1 ∪ C ∗p+1) = Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1 ∪ C ∗p+1),
because all the internal arcs in A′ are self-loops by Lemma 32 and therefore do not occur in Ep+1. By standard
considerations of linear spaces, we have:
Poly(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1) = ⋃ { Poly(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1)) ∣ h ∶A′ → R },
as well as, for every h ∶A′ → R, the equality:
Poly(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1) ∩ S[h] = Poly(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1)).
By similar considerations, also reviewing procedure PT in Definition 22, we have:
Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1)) = ⋃ { Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1))) ∣ h ∶A′ → R }.
Hence, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that, for every h ∶A′ → R, the equation ($) below holds:
($) Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1))) = [Poly(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1))]Ain,out .
The arcs/variables in Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1) are all in Ain,out, because h maps every a ∈ A′ to a number.
S[h] being a translate of S, we can view the polytope on the left-hand side of ($) as contained in S[h] instead
of S, so that proving ($) is equivalent to proving ($$) below for every h ∶A′ → R:
($$) Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1))) = Poly(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1)).
Alternatively, we can view Poly(Ep+1 ∪h(Cp+1)∪h(C ∗p+1)) as contained in S instead of S[h], justifying again
the equivalence of ($) and ($$).
To prove ($$), let h = ⟨s1, . . . , sn⟩ be a fixed, but otherwise arbitrary, assignment of values to the internal
arcs A′ = {am+1, . . . , am+n}. By Definition 22 and the way procedure PT is set up, the following inclusion is
immediate:
Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1))) ⊇ Poly(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1)).
The harder part is the opposite inclusion:
Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪C ∗p+1))) ⊆ Poly(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪C ∗p+1)).
The way we proceed is to show that, for every equation or constraint in Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1), there is an
equation or constraint in PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪ h(C ∗p+1)) which is at least as restrictive. Let T be the typing
T = PT(Ep+1 ∪ h(Cp+1) ∪C ∗p+1)). We consider each of three cases separately:
• E is an equation in Ep+1,
• C is a capacity constraint in h(Cp+1),
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• C∗ is an auxiliary capacity constraint in h(C ∗p+1).
An equation E in Ep+1 is of the form∑A = ∑B for some A ⊆Ain and B ⊆Aout, with ∣A∣ ⩾ 1 and ∣B∣ ⩾ 1. The
equation E gives rise to the type assignment T (A ∪ B) = [0,0], and the two are equally restrictive, because
“T (A ∪B) = [0,0]” means 0 ⩽ ∑A −∑B ⩽ 0.
A capacity constraint C in h(Cp+1) is of the form c(a) ⩽ h(a) ⩽ c(a) for some a ∈ Ap+1, for which there
are two subcases:
• If a ∈ Ain,out, then h(a) = a and C is the constraint c(a) ⩽ a ⩽ c(a). There is a corresponding
type assignment T ({a}) = [r1, r2] such that necessarily c(a) ⩽ r1 and r2 ⩽ c(a), by the definition of
procedure PT.
• If a ∈ A′, then h(a) is a constant s and C is the constraint c(a) ⩽ s ⩽ c(a). If it is indeed that c(a) ⩽ s
and s ⩽ c(a), then C is omitted altogether from the computation of procedure PT. If c(a) > s or
s > c(a), then C cannot be satisfied and both sides of equation ($$) are ∅.
An auxiliary capacity constraint C∗ in h(C ∗p+1) is of the form, by Lemma 33:
s1 ⩽ (∑A −∑B) + h(∑A′ −∑B′) ⩽ s2.
where A ⊆ Ain, B ⊆ Aout, and A′ ∪B′ ⊆ A′. Let A ⊆ Ain and B ⊆ Aout be sets of input/output arcs for which
such an auxiliary constraint exists in h(C ∗p+1). (It is not the case that, for every A ⊆ Ain and every B ⊆ Aout,
such an auxiliary constraint exists.) Define the numbers s̃1, s̃2 ∈ R as:
s̃1 ∶= s1 − h(∑A′ −∑B′) and s̃2 ∶= s2 − h(∑A′ −∑B′).
We can therefore write the preceding auxiliary constraint as:
s̃1 ⩽ ∑A −∑B ⩽ s̃2.
For the same A ⊆Ain and B ⊆Aout, the type assignment T (A ∪B) = [r1, r2] is equivalent to a constraint:
r1 ⩽ ∑A −∑B ⩽ r2.
(In contrast to h(C ∗p+1), for every A ⊆Ain and every B ⊆Aout, typing T computes such a type [r1, r2].) By the
definition of PT again, we necessarily have [r1, r2] ⊆ [s̃1, s̃2]. Hence, the type T (A ∪B) = [r1, r2] is at least
as restrictive as the auxiliary capacity constraint C∗.
Proof of Theorem 26. Consider the sequence of augmented networks induced by the non-augmented network
N = (N,A). We have the following sequence of equalities:
Poly(PT(E1 ∪C1 ∪C ∗1 )) = Poly(PT(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1)) by part 1 in Lemma 31,
= [Poly(Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1)]Ain,out by Lemma 34,
= [Poly(E1 ∪C1 ∪C ∗1 )]Ain,out by part 2 in Lemma 31.
Hence, Poly(PT(E1 ∪C1 ∪C ∗1 )) = [Poly(E1 ∪C1 ∪C ∗1 )]Ain,out , which implies:
Poly(PT(E ∪C )) = [Poly(E ∪C )]Ain,out
because C ∗1 = ∅. But this is precisely the conclusion of Theorem 26, now expressed algebraically.
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Remark 35. The proof of Theorem 26 above suggests two alternative procedures for inferring a principal typing
for a given (non-augmented) flow network N = (N,A,E ,C ) where, following the notation in this appendix,
∣A#∣ = p ⩾ 0 and ∣N∣ = ` ⩾ 1. Call these two alternatives PT′ and PT′′ to distinguish them from the original
procedure PT in Definition 22.
The original PT works directly on E ∪C and returns a typing T = PT(E ∪C ) forN . Alternative procedure
PT′ works on the auxiliary capacity constraints of the last augmented network Np+1 in the sequence induced
by N . Alternative procedure PT′′ computes ` principal typings, one for each of the ` nodes in N , and then
combines them to produce a single principal typing for the entire network N . More specifically below.
Procedure PT′. We compute a principal typing T ′ for the given N in two stages:
1. Compute the sequence of augmented networks induced by N and let:
Np+1 = (Np+1,Ap+1,Ep+1,Cp+1,C ∗p+1).
be the last network in the sequence where Ap+1,in,out =Ain,out.
2. For every A ⊆Ain,out, compute the minimum r1 and maximum r2 of the objective function:
θA = ∑{a ∣ a ∈ A ∩Ain } −∑{a ∣ a ∈ A ∩Aout }
relative to Ep+1 ∪Cp+1 ∪C ∗p+1. Assign type [r1, r2] to A.
By the analysis earlier in this appendix, typing T returned by PT and typing T ′ returned by PT′ are equal.
Observe that optimization using linear programming is only needed in stage 2.
Procedure PT′′. We compute a principal typing T ′′ for the given N in two stages:
1. Let N = {ν1, ν2, . . . , ν`}, the set of nodes in N . Compute a principal typing Ti for each node νi, viewed
as a single-node network.
2. Combine the one-node principal typings {T1, T2, . . . , T`} using the methodology we develop elsewhere
to obtain a principal typing T ′′ for the original N . See [KM12].
In contrast to both PT and PT′, we can carry out both stages of PT′′ without invoking any linear programming
algorithm. We can compute the one-node principal typings {T1, T2, . . . , T`} by inspection, and the operations
in [KM12] do not invoke any linear-programming algorithm. However, to prove that T and T ′′ are equal, we
need to show that, at every step of combining typings in {T1, T2, . . . , T`} in stage 2, the resulting typing is
equivalent to one obtained by linear-programming optimization, thus establishing at the end that T ′′ is equal to
T (the latter is obtained by invoking an algorithm for linear programming).
There are complexity trade-offs between PT, PT′, and PT′′, which we do not examine in this report. ◻
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